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CURRENT STATISTICS

Cyclone Fani and Caste
Dalits seeking protection in multipurpose cyclone shelters in Odisha were turned away by the upper castes. page 13

Trust in Tax Compliance
Data collected through direct interaction with respondents shows that enforced tax compliance improves in a low trust environment, but taxpayers perceive it as coercive. page 27

A Strange Beast
Electoral bonds are like junk bonds combining the promise of high returns to the investor in the immediate term with high risk, but the latter is borne by the society. page 32

Women’s Choice of Work
An exploration of types of employment and work conditions of women from slums in Bhuj in the traditional as well as private and public sectors page 37

Income Gaps
Estimates of inequality in agricultural households in 20 major states show that mechanisms are needed to ensure the viability of increasingly small and fragmented landholdings. page 55
Democracy on Trial
7 Does the electoral victory of the NDA strengthen the moral foundation of democracy?

Exploring the 5G Saga
8 Is the US’s ban on Huawei a strategy of market competition or state control of digital spaces?

Political Culture’s Impact on Strategic Culture
10 The influence of Hindutva on India’s strategic culture during the Modi era has been traced. A strategic doctrine of compellence is combustible, and retraction of Hindutva from polity is a prerequisite for stability. — Ali Ahmed

Multipurpose Cyclone Shelters and Caste Discrimination
13 Dalits seeking shelter from Cyclone Fani faced humiliation and discrimination. While they were prevented from seeking protection during earlier natural disasters too, this time, young Dalits have been vocal about the injustice. — Sudhir Pattnaik

Continual Diminishing of the Aravalli Hills
15 The failure of the Haryana and Rajasthan governments to rein in the miners in the Aravalli range has resulted in severe degradation of the hills, causing many of them to vanish. — Shashikant Yadav, Anjali Sehrawat

Women in the Law: Analysing Recent Developments
18 It is important to reflect on how recent significant judgments shape the discourse around women’s place as equal citizens, and what they may mean for future legal battles. — Kritika Vohra

Role of Trust and Power in Tax Compliance
27 The interplay of power and trust in tax compliance in India is analysed by using the slippery slope framework. Voluntary compliance is highest in a high trust, high power scenario. — Sudhanshu Kumar

Electoral Bonds: The Illusion of Transparency
32 Electoral bonds give an unfair advantage to the party in power at the centre, undermine the Election Commission’s oversight role, and deprive the voters of their right to determine if the ruling party is extending undue favours to its donors. — Kamal Kant Jaswal

Work Conditions and Employment for Women in Slums
37 Women residing in slums and slum-like settlements of Bhiuj are majorly employed in traditional activities due to flexibility of work and possibility of working from home, given certain sociocultural constraints. — Indranil De, Mukul Kumar & H S Shylendra

Dalit Experience and Thought as ‘Movement’
47 By studying conversion as a movement, it is concluded that Dalits, who are perennially positioned out-of-space (outcaste), search and move towards an imagined home continuously. — Dickens Leonard

Income Inequalities among Agricultural Households in India
55 Inequality in agricultural households in 20 major states is estimated. Income inequalities, irrespective of farm size, are large, though these have not widened much over time; major sources are non-farm income, land, and farm assets. — Seema Bathla, Anjani Kumar
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